The giant elliptical galaxy NGC 1275, at the centre of the Perseus cluster, is surrounded by a well-known giant nebulosity of emissionline filaments 1,2 , which are plausibly in excess of 10 8 years old 3 . The filaments are dragged out from the centre of the galaxy by radioemitting 'bubbles' rising buoyantly in the hot intracluster gas 4 , before later falling back. They act as markers of the feedback process by which energy is transferred from the central massive black hole to the surrounding gas. The mechanism by which the filaments are stabilized against tidal shear and dissipation into the surrounding extremely hot (4 3 10 7 K) gas has been unclear. Here we report observations that resolve thread-like structures in the filaments. Some threads extend over 6 kpc, yet are only 70 pc wide. We conclude that magnetic fields in the threads, in pressure balance with the surrounding gas, stabilize the filaments, so allowing a large mass of cold gas to accumulate and delay star formation.
density N < 4 3 10 20 cm 22 and surface density S H < 7 3 10 24 g cm 22 . The lengthwise column density, S jj , is l/2r times larger.
The variation in projected radial velocity along the filaments is about 100-200 km s 21 (ref. 4 ). If we assume that after correction for projection the velocity shear is about 300 km s 21 , then the whole structure (out to a radius of 50 kpc) must be (1-2) 3 10 8 yr old. Individual filaments may be in ballistic motion, falling back in for example, but to retain their structure over this time means that something must balance gravity or at least tidal gravitational forces. was created by subtracting a scaled green (F550M) image from the red image, removing the smooth galactic continuum contribution. The image measures 140 3 150 arcsec in size. Multiple exposures using a three-point line dither pattern were taken at a set of three pointing positions around the centre of NGC 1275 in filters F550M and F625W, with considerable overlap between the pointings. Similar data (see Supplementary Information) were obtained in the F435W filter, but from only two pointing positions because of the failure of ACS before the completion of this programme. The data from each filter were registered relative to each other using stars, and then combined separately into large mosaic images using the latest version of the stsdas task multidrizzle 18 .
For a filament of radial length l at galaxy radius R, the gravitational acceleration g < v 2 /R, where v is the velocity dispersion in the potential (about 700 km s 21 at that radius as inferred from the X-ray measured temperature of the intracluster medium 8 ) at radius R < 25 kpc; tidal acceleration is smaller by 2l/R. The force most likely to balance a filament against gravity is that due to the tangential component of a magnetic field, as suggested by the filamentary morphology.
Consider first a horizontal thread supported against gravity; the field B h needed for support is then B h < (4pS H g) 1/2 . For the above values, this corresponds to B h < 24 mG, which is less than the equipartition value of 100 mG and so energetically possible. By equipartition, we mean that B 2 /8p 5 nkT, and use the total particle density n 5 0.06 cm 23 and temperature kT 5 4 keV for the X-ray-emitting surrounding gas 8 . For a radial filament, the value B r is S jj 1/2 < 10 times larger than B h , which exceeds equipartition. If the filaments are falling, then g should be replaced by the tidal acceleration, which is smaller by l/R, reducing B r by a factor of 2, comparable with the equipartition value. Note that the required magnetic field is inversely proportional to the radius of the filamentary threads, which means that the high spatial resolution of the HST is essential for demonstrating the high magnetic field required in the NGC 1275 system.
Assuming that the total pressure in the filaments equals the outer thermal pressure means that the filaments are magnetically dominated (that is, the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure b , 1) and are essentially magnetic molecular structures, similar (but at much higher surrounding pressures) to Galactic molecular clouds 9, 10 . Horizontal support would be by magnetic cradles, similar to what holds up solar prominences 11 . Vertical support, to prevent gas flowing down radial filaments, requires an unseen component of horizontal field in the filaments. Small transverse components would be compressed by vertical downflow until their pressure was adequate for vertical support. We assume of course that the magnetic field is coupled to the (low) ionized fraction of the cold gas, and that the slowness of ambipolar diffusion links the molecular, atomic and ionized components. The emission from the filaments is well reproduced by an internal heating model, possibly energized by magnetic waves and non-thermal particles powered by the kinetic energy of the clouds 12 . The observed velocity dispersion of ,100 km s 21 (fullwidth at half-maximum) within a filament 4 may be direct evidence of such waves, as indeed expected for Alfvenic turbulence, where half the internal pressure is kinetic and half magnetic. A large field in filaments is also one interpretation of the high Faraday rotation measure seen against the tip of the jet at the centre of NGC 1275 13 .
The strong fields implied for their support can stop or delay star formation in the filaments, as matter will not be able to collect along field lines. Many massive star clusters were discovered across the face of NGC 1275 in early HST imaging 14, 15 , most of which do not correlate in position with any filaments. However to the southeast and south there are examples of ordered chains of young star clusters (Fig. 4) . They are offset from the nearest Ha filaments by a few kpc. The ones to the southeast resemble short streamers, and are probably unbound clumps falling apart in the tidal cluster field. This gives an age for the clumps of about 20 Myr. Unless due to chance projection, their proximity to the filaments (particularly the one to the south) shows that stars sometimes do form in the filaments and that at least part of the enormous star cluster system of NGC 1275 a b LETTERS originates in this way. In general, though, there are no obvious star clusters associated with the filaments, so at any given time the star formation rate in any filament must be low; cooled gas does not automatically and rapidly form stars. The critical surface density S c for gravitational instability corresponding to the magnetic field we infer in the filaments is given by S c 5 B/2p!G 5 0.062B g cm 22 (where B is in units of 100 mG) or a critical column density of N c 5 4 3 10 22 cm 22 (assuming hydrogen). Given the mean density of a thread of ,2 cm 23 and transverse column density ,2 3 10 20 cm 22 , they are gravitationally stable. Instability could occur however, if either much of the molecular mass is concentrated in a much smaller thickness (,0.1 pc for 50 K, assuming thermal pressure balance) and b . 1, or if the field becomes well ordered parallel to a radial filament axis. Thus gravitational stability depends on the configuration of the molecular and magnetic components.
If a filament acts as a coherent unit due to the magnetic field, then it will interact dynamically with the hot, low-density, surrounding gas over a length scale corresponding to its own column density. The above mean value of 4 3 10 20 cm 22 corresponds to about 2 kpc (,6 arcsec) in the surrounding hot gas, so the relative straightness of many filaments over scales of 3-10 kpc or more shows that motions in that gas must be reasonably ordered and not highly turbulent on those scales 5 . We note that the volume-filling component of a filament is probably the 5 3 10 6 K, soft-X-ray-emitting phase seen in Chandra X-ray images 16 .
Filamentary emission-line structures are common in massive young galaxies 17 . The filament system of NGC 1275 may be a nearby example, which can be observed in unprecedented detail. The outer filaments of NGC 1275 present us with magnetically dominated molecular clouds stretched out for individual inspection, and are the only direct way (apart from X-ray imaging) of seeing the action of power from the active galactic nucleus on the surrounding intracluster gas.
